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Stage A: Self-supervised Image Pre-train 
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Ø A simple framework that applies self-supervised learning to
learn a very deep backbone for few-shot learning image
classification task

Ø State-of-the-art results in
§ 5-way 1-shot & 5-way 5-shot in MiniImageNet dataset[1]
§ 5-way 1-shot & 5-way 5-shot in CUB dataset[2]
§ Cross-domain few-shot learning task[3]

Ø Code is available at https://github.com/phecy/SSL-FEW-SHOT

Self-supervised learning stage
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Meta-learning stage

Comparison to the state of the art: 

Datasets
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Difficulties and key problems in few-shot learning image classification

Ø Limited labelled data for training
Ø Novel classes during test comparing to training
Ø Highly relied on the quality of pretraining on the backbone

A robust few-shot learning method will benefit
Ø Tasks that have very limited data for training such as Medical Images
Ø Who cannot afford for very expensive annotation

Motivation

Overall Architecture of Proposed Method

Our Contribution

Few-shot learning Pipeline in details

General Pipeline
General pipeline for most of existing methods with good performance

Ø Pre-train the backbone on training set.
Ø Meta-learning based training with pretrained backbone on

training set
Ø Test the performance of the solution by training with

limited data(1-shot or 5-shot) with novel classes(5-way) in
test set and testing on query samples in these novel classes.

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed 
method, we train the embedding network 
with labelled data (Mini80-SL and CUB150-SL 
as detailed in Section 4.2). As shown in Table 
1 and Table 2, it performs even worse than 
the methods with simple 4 Conv blocks 
embedding networks as such big network 
under supervised learning with limited data 
can cause overfitting problem and cannot 
adjust to new unseen classes during testing. 
However, with SSL based pre-training a more 
generalized embedding network can be 
obtained and improve the results significantly. 
One may also concern about the 
effectiveness of the meta-learning fine-tuning 
in the second stage. To test this, the pre-train 
embedding network is directly applied to the 
task with the nearest neighbourhood(NN) 
classification. As shown in the test results on 
both dataset, meta-learning can effectively 
fine-tune the embedding network and 
achieve remarkable improvement. 

The core is to maximize mutual information 
between global features and local features 
from two views (xa , xb ) of the same image. 
The NCE loss is defined as:

Nx are the negative samples of image x, φ is 
the distance metric function. At last, the 
overall loss between xa and xb is as follows: 

For more details, please refer to the main
paper and [4]

The representation of class k is represented 
by the centroid of embedding features of 
training samples and can be obtained as: 

A distance function d and produce a 
distribution over all classes given a query 
sample q from the query set Q

The loss in the meta-learning stage is set as:

In a short conclusion, during training, the 
proposed method first applies an SSL way to 
pre-train a large scale embedding network in 
stage one, followed by a detailed finetuning 
in stage two with a meta-learning scheme. 

MiniImageNet[1]: 60,000 images from 100 classes, 64 classes for training, 16 classes for validation, 
20 classes for the test. 
CUB[2]: 11788 images from 200 classes, 100 classes for training, 50 classes for validation, and 50 
classes for the test. 
Cross-domain few-shot learning: 1) CropDiseases [25], a plant diseases dataset, 2) EuroSAT [26], a 
dataset for satellite images, 2) ISIC [27] a medical skin image dataset, 4) ChestX [28], a dataset for X-
ray chest images.

Experimental Results


